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This article considers two relatively new European Shakespeare festivals, Nice and York,
both of which had their first season in 2015. The annual Nice Festival owes its birth to
Irina Brook, appointed as director of the The´aˆtre national de Nice in September 2014,
and has just held its second edition. The biennial York International Shakespeare Festival
celebrated its first season in 2015, with its next season planned for 2017. Both festivals
are members of the European Shakespeare Festivals Network (ESFN).
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I
n 2015, two new European Shakespeare festivals were born in Nice, on the French
Riviera, and York. Both immediately joined the European Shakespeare Festivals
Network (ESFN). Launched by Irina Brook in the wake of her appointment as
director of the National Theatre of Nice (The´aˆtre National de Nice (TNN)) in September
2014, Shake Nice! is an annual festival that runs for 3 weeks. It celebrated its second
edition last January. The biennial York International Shakespeare Festival is the result of
the combined efforts of the York Theatre Royal, the University of York and the com-
munity arts organization Parrabbola. It is co-directed by Judith Buchanan, professor at
the University of York, and Philip Parr, the founder and artistic director of Parrabbola, as
well as a board member of the ESFN, which was founded in Gdan´sk in 2010.1 After the
success of its first edition, it is currently preparing the next one, planned for May 2017.
Apart from their concurrent creation, these two festivals share a common agenda, as they
weave a tight relationship with the cities hosting them. Programming performances
outside the walls of theatre institutions, they set out to conquer all the different neigh-
bourhoods of Nice and York, respectively, under the banner of the most popular author
of all times. Shake Nice! and the York Shakespeare Festival are not only interested in
promoting a dramatic corpus at the crossroads between elite and popular cultures but also
in implementing the Elizabethan model of an inclusive theatre. At a time of multifaceted
crises, they assert the need for a theatre for all people, locally and internationally,
through the ESFN and by inviting foreign companies to perform multicultural produc-
tions. Florence March attended the first two editions of Shake Nice! in 2015 and 2016,
and Janice Valls-Russell went to York for the launch of its festival in 2015.
Shake Nice! – France’s first international Shakespeare festival
The first international festival entirely dedicated to Shakespeare in France was founded
in Nice, on the French Riviera, by Irina Brook in 2015. She directs the TNN, one of the
35 state-funded theatres (Centres dramatiques nationaux) that were created in France in
the aftermath of World War Two, as part of the de´centralisation policy. The idea was to
export theatre outside Paris throughout the country, at a time when culture was con-
sidered as a crucial element in the national, post-war reconstruction and a factor of social
cohesion. The TNN opened 47 years ago, in 1969.
Brook launched ‘Shake Nice!’ as soon as she arrived at the head of the TNN, for her
first season (2014–15). She gladly admits that her relationship to Shakespeare is genetic.
Daughter of theatre director Peter Brook, who ran the The´aˆtre des Bouffes du Nord in
Paris for 30 years and is known worldwide for his stage productions of Shakespeare, she
grew up in the company of the Elizabethan dramatist and fed upon his theatre. Before
settling in Nice, she toured the world with her company, La Compagnie Irina Brook, and
saw Shakespeare festivals budding everywhere – except in France. Although famous
summer festivals, in Avignon and Montpellier, rely heavily on Shakespeare for their
artistic programming – the Avignon Festival opened with Richard II in 1947, just like the
Edinburgh festival a few weeks before it – and see Elizabethan popular, public theatre, as
a model to implement, neither is exclusively devoted to the British playwright.
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Shake Nice! runs for 3 weeks in January and February, at the heart of the theatre
season which starts in September and ends in June. Brook’s reasons for founding
the festival are manifold. Filling a gap in the French theatre landscape, it celebrates ‘the
reunion’ of Shakespeare and the French.2 As a matter of fact, Brook is under the
impression that French audiences nurture a very ambivalent relationship with Shake-
speare, whom they undoubtedly admire whilst simultaneously associating him with
lengthy, demanding productions which they tend to fear is beyond their reach. She thus
questions the idea that Shakespeare could be, in the French sociocultural context, a
commercial brand, a profit-yielding commodity or ‘a guaranteed income’ as Jean Vilar,
the founder of the Avignon Festival, phrased it.3 Less formal than a theatre institution, a
festival provides the ideal context to prove that Shakespeare addresses all types of
audiences and that his plays are within everyone’s reach.
With Shake Nice!, Brook enjoys more freedom to develop and carry out her policy
towards spectators. By combining a festival and the TNN institution, she wishes to widen
the scope and profile of the latter’s audience, which mostly consists of regulars and
subscribers, whom secretary general Ella Perrier describes as well educated, open-
minded and curious. She thus aims gently to reorganize the theatre-going community
by bringing together spectators with heterogeneous backgrounds, so as to provide a
mirror image of Nice’s sociocultural diversity. Shake Nice! allows her to export the
theatre outside the institutional building, implementing the de´centralisation principle at
the scale of the city. In 2015, Le Tour complet du cœur (A Complete Picture of the
Heart), the one-man show which inaugurated the festival’s first edition, was performed
in a marquee on the esplanade in front of the playhouse. Located outdoors and yet
adjacent to the theatre building, this threshold venue ushered in a process of displace-
ment, which was reinforced by the nomadism associated with the tent. The esplanade
being at the core of Nice that it simultaneously overlooks, the festival symbolically
opened new perspectives for a deepening relationship between the theatre and the city.
Shake Nice! thus provides Irina Brook with opportunities to reach audiences who never
go to the theatre, either because it is not part of their social and family culture, or because
they cannot.
The first edition of the festival initiated a partnership with the local Emmaus Com-
munity. In 2015, the TNN team went to meet the members of the community to speak
about Tempeˆte! (Tempest!), the last production of Irina Brook’s now disbanded com-
pany. In 2016, the Emmaus Community came to the TNN to attend two shows in the
festival: Shake, adapted from Twelfth Night by Dan Jemmett, and Cupidon est malade
(Cupid is sick), a rewriting of A Midsummer Night’s Dream directed by Jean Bellorini.
Brook also targeted the prison; the Malongo factory, although unfortunately the project
failed to take place; and some of Nice’s sensitive neighbourhoods. For the 2016 festival,
she developed a programme with secondary schools of Nice and its conurbation: ‘Shake
Free Style’. This innovative educational project aimed to make the students discover the
theatre from the stage rather than from the audience, by exploring Shakespearean plays
with both their teachers and the TNN team before performing a restitution of their work
during the festival. As actors of their own discovery of Shakespeare, and beyond him of
the art of the theatre, the students were more inclined to appropriate both the medium and
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the corpus which, they discovered, is not so dusty after all. In the end, the students came
to the theatre of their own will, to present work they were proud of, rather than having to
go there because their teachers decided so. The fact they were programmed in the festival
recognized their full commitment to the project they brought to fruition, as well as their
creative potential.
Shake Free Style will be granted an even more prominent place in 2017, as it will run
for a whole week. The idea behind the programme is that theatre can become part of
these teenagers’ lifestyle, so as to rejuvenate today’s audiences and build tomorrow’s. In
direct connection with the shows, Brook also scheduled master classes for theatre pro-
fessionals, collaborated with a local cinema and organized encounters with the audience.
In the tradition of popular theatre as it was implemented in Avignon by Jean Vilar, one of
her main inspirers, these encounters with artists and thinkers aim to provide every
spectator with appropriate tools to enjoy the shows and form their own reasoned opinion
about them, beyond ‘I liked it’ or ‘I didn’t like it’. For the first encounter, in January
2015, Peter Brook himself honoured the festival’s audience with his presence. Shake
Nice! thus allows Irina Brook to carry out her policy towards audiences, in a hands-on
approach. The festival creates a specific space and time which seems propitious for
sharing theatre with the entire city. In an interview with online magazine Ressources, she
defined theatre as ‘a citizen place par excellence’.4
A highlight in the city’s theatre season, Shake Nice! serves a twofold purpose: to re-
establish Shakespeare in the good graces of local audiences, and to promote the art of the
theatre through Shakespeare. At the crossroads between elite and popular theatre, Sha-
kespeare is ‘the ultimate author for everyone’,5 weaving together not only the various
components of an enlarged audience in the playhouse but also, beyond its walls, the
different geographical areas of Nice, a multifaceted city with sharp social, cultural and
political contrasts. This is precisely the very function of the theatre for Brook, who
quotes Jean Vilar: ‘The Art of the theatre takes on full significance when it succeeds in
bringing people together’.6 The name of Shakespeare thus designates more than a genius
and his works, it has become a metonymy for the theatre, for universal theatre. It is
significant that the very first word in the programme of Brook’s first season at the TNN is
‘Shakespeare’ and the epigraph a quote from Jaques’s aria in As You Like It, ‘All the
world’s a stage’: embedded in the theatre season, the festival acts as amise en abyme, not
only of the playwright but of theatre itself. Shake Nice! is an invitation to rediscover an
author and his art, to ponder the meaning and function of theatre in general, and to restore
them to their rightful place in contemporary society.
Although Brook is careful to diversify the TNN’s artistic programme by combining
classical repertoire and contemporary productions, iconoclastic and more conventional
aesthetics, it is interesting to note that Shakespeare’s touch is present throughout the
theatre season, testifying both to his continued influence since the Renaissance and the
adaptogenic nature of his work. The first edition of the festival was framed by Le Destin
tragi-comique de Tubby et Nottuby (The Tragicomic Fate of Tubby and Nottuby),
inspired from Hamlet and Laurel and Hardy; Shakespeare’s Sister ou La Vie mate´rielle
(Shakespeare’s Sister or Material Life), adapted from two novels by Marguerite Duras
and Virginia Woolf; and Toujours la tempeˆte (Storm Still) by Peter Handke, whose title
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echoes – in French even more than in English – Brook’s production, Tempeˆte!, an
adaptation of The Tempest. Shakespeare thus weaved together the TNN’s season and its
embedded festival.
Irina Brook wishes to shake up Nice, but she does so gently. Rather than a revolution,
her festival aims to trigger an evolution in the Nic¸ois theatre landscape. Although
Shakespeare may be provoking, he is nonetheless a very attractive author – a quality the
TNN’s director certainly does not want to obliterate and endeavours to put forward.
Significantly, the first edition of the festival was under the auspices of Tempeˆte!, the
latest and last production of Brook’s company. The name of the show extended the
metaphor already contained in Shake Nice!. Even the exclamation mark was one more
sign of its relevance to the festival. Brook’s reading of the opening scene is particularly
interesting. Whereas in Shakespeare’s text Prospero creates a storm at sea for Miranda
and the spectator, here it was displaced from stage to audience. Prospero pointed
binoculars at the auditorium, commenting upon the storm as if that is where it was
actually taking place, so that it was the spectators’ own imagination that conjured up the
storm, in keeping with the prologue’s recommendations in Henry V. The audience’s
commitment to shake things up in the context of the show could not but symbolically
apply to the festival itself, celebrating their appropriation of Brook’s project for Nice. To
some extent, her production could be viewed as amise en abyme of Shake Nice!. The city
is well known for its annual Carnival in February, now a conventional festive event. Far
from aiming to paint the town red, Irina Brook cleverly rejuvenates the TNN with a
carnivalesque touch. Although she stimulates change in the city, she does so by
regenerating its own long-standing traditions. In a way, the festival carnivalizes Nice
anew.
In 2016, Shake, a revival of an adaptation of Twelfth Night by Dan Jemmett, extended
the metaphor further. The title is a wink at the adaptative process and result, as well as at
its effect upon the audience: shake Shakespeare or shake the spectator – what you will!
Jemmett’s adaptations of Shakespeare have enjoyed a mixed reception in France. He
received a prize from the French theatre critics’ union (Syndicat national de la critique)
for Shake, which he created in 2002 for the Paris The´aˆtre de la Ville just after Presque
Hamlet (Nearly Hamlet), but his bold production ofHamlet for the Come´die-Franc¸aise in
2013 was severely criticized. Surprisingly, it attracted more lenient reviews when pro-
grammed again less than 2 years later. Even though the French tend to find Shakespeare
too demanding an author, yet they prove very reluctant to see him freely adapted on
contemporary stages, all the more so where the sacrosanct institution of the Come´die-
Franc¸aise is concerned. A British director and founder in 1993 of an experimental
company, Primitive Science, an admirer of Heiner Mu¨ller and deconstructionist theatre,
Jemmett thus goes against the flow in France, where he settled 17 years ago. In his view,
playing with the text and experimenting with all its possibilities does not mean that you
do not respect its author. Living in France has led him to rediscover Shakespeare in a
different language, as well as in a different cultural context, and this allows him greater
freedom to explore his plays. Shake also crystallizes the issues and challenges of the Nice
festival for which it was revived. The play shook Shakespeare in Nice, or shook Nice
through Shakespeare as the design obviously called to mind the French Riviera – even
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though Jemmett’s inspiration for it came from a walk with his son in the Jardin des
Plantes, in Paris. Five beach cabins stood in a line upstage. Although Jemmett had cut all
of Feste’s lines, the extensive use of music and the fact that Andrew Aguecheek was a
puppet handled by Toby Belch enhanced the festive dimension of a play which signif-
icantly hinged on the conflict between Carnival and Lent. For Jemmett, Shake Nice!
provides an opportunity to return to the carnivalesque dimension of the theatre that
should never have been obliterated: theatre should always seek to question certainties
and challenge conventions; in fact, it should be synonymous with festival.
It is precisely the festive dimension that Irina Brook endeavours to put forward at the
TNN, whose atmosphere hinges upon three keywords: friendship, sharing and gener-
osity. Shake Nice! is part of this policy. The festival is an opportunity to strengthen bonds
within the theatre community. Badges were specifically designed for the first edition to
be worn by festivalgoers. Symbols of inclusion, they contributed to the sense of
belonging. Shake Nice! is not only a feast for the eyes, ears and mind, it provides an
opportunity to reorganize the theatre restaurant and turn it into a place to gather and
enjoy good food and social interaction. There, spectators, members of the cast and the
TNN team can meet and discuss outside the auditorium, before and after the shows,
extending the spectating time beyond its conventional limits – which is characteristic of
a festival. Such a place for sharing meals as well as intellectual nourishment proved
particularly crucial in the context of the Paris attacks in January and November 2015,
which occurred a few days before the first edition of Shake Nice! and only weeks before
the second one. The walls were covered with quotes by Ghandi and Michael Moore, to
name just those two. In such times of multidimensional crisis, theatre is essential, for ‘it
is one of the few places that are left for us to satisfy our deeply-felt need for together-
ness’.7 Both editions of the festival thus held powerful resonance. In January 2015, as if
by prescience, the badges, programmes and other communications documents, which
had been prepared before the attacks, carried two quotations from Hamlet and The
Tempest which highlighted the need to awaken both one’s conscience and one’s capacity
for dreaming: ‘This above all – To thine own self be true’ (Hamlet, 1.3.78). ‘Prospero.
We are such stuff as dreams are made on’ (The Tempest, 4.1.155–6).
Feasting upon good food and words was also a recurrent motif on stage during the first
festival. The action of Tempeˆte! unravelled in the outdoor kitchen, full of bric-a-brac, of
a beach restaurant run by an Italian chef, Prospero (Maestro Prospero of Milano).
Dialogues were delivered whilst cooking, or burning, ingredients, depending on the
dramatic situation. Kitchen utensils were used extensively. Ariel made a gravy boat sail
on the table to narrate Prospero and Miranda’s shipwreck. He was assisted by Ferdinand,
Stephano and Trinculo, who turned vegetables into puppets. Another production, Ban-
quet Shakespeare (Shakespeare Banquet), invited a small audience (20–30 people) to
feast upon a montage of texts taken from Shakespeare’s Richard II, Titus Andronicus,
Richard III, Macbeth, Hamlet, King Lear and The Tempest, as well as Jan Kott’s Sha-
kespeare Our Contemporary. Suggesting a small-scale Globe, the arrangement consisted
in a low octogonal table surrounded on three sides by three rows of benches for the
audience. The table had small trapdoors to allow puppets to come in and out as they were
handled from beneath by two invisible puppeteers. Storyteller Odile Sankara, sister to
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Thomas Sankara, who was President of Burkina Faso from 1983 to his assassination in
1987 and is commonly referred to as ‘Africa’s Che Guevara’, alternately sits at the table
or moves among the spectators, asking them to take over from her and read aloud such
and such a passage from Richard III. Banquets in Shakespeare’s plays are either deferred
or their social function is subverted. Here, right from the beginning, the small audience
gathered in semi-darkness were made aware that they were invited to share a moment of
recollection, an intimate journey through tales of power told in a calm, soft voice: ‘Let us
sit . . . and tell sad stories of the death of kings . . . ’ (Richard II, 3.2.151–2). In the end,
the dislocated stage looked more like a battlefield than a table, mirroring the process of
displacement the spectator had metaphorically experienced. The decentred audience
lingered in the theatre long after the storyteller had vanished into the wings, weaving
their voices into the collective tale initiated by Shakespeare, Kott and Odile Sankara.
They were sent back into the social world with a message of hope and a profession of
faith in the power of their imagination, the only quote from Shakespeare that was not
taken from a tragedy or a history and was chosen as the motto of that first edition of
Shake Nice!: ‘We are such stuff as dreams are made on’. Gathering to share good food is
an apt way of describing the festival-going experience, at all levels. In the wake of Shake
Nice!, Irina Brook picked up the metaphor to describe the TNN’s 2015–16 season as ‘a
nourishing meal, but not too heavy’.8
Of the eight productions featured in the 2015 festival, half were one-man (or one-
woman) shows. The same proportion was observed in 2016, with two solo theatre pieces
out of four productions. The importance given to the educational project which came in
addition, as well as the last-minute cancellation of a foreign production, which was part
of the Globe-to-Globe festival tour, accounted for a tighter format. Nonetheless, the high
proportion of one-person shows is striking. It can be accounted for by obvious economic
considerations as well as constraints of space: of the TNN’s three venues only one can
accommodate large-cast productions. Yet there is undeniably more to it. A festival
allows the programming of more informal artistic propositions, such as solo pieces. The
genre helps the audience break away from their fear that Shakespeare’s texts could be too
difficult to understand, even in translation. It generally offers a condensed approach to
plays that can act not only as an introduction and an initiation to their Shakespearean
sources but also as an invitation to explore them further. On the other hand, one-person
shows may also generate frustration among well-read audiences who wish that they
could enjoy Shakespeare’s texts to the full.
In the 2016 festival, One-Man Hamlet successfully met the expectations of both types
of audiences. Performed in a cosy and intimate venue (salle Michel Simon), with the
audience sitting in a semicircle, the production immediately confronted French specta-
tors with the issues they have with Shakespeare. The text was delivered in English with
French surtitles, and the stage arrangement suggested an attic full of dust and cobwebs,
cluttered with cardboard boxes, bric-a-brac – among which a skull and a manuscript –
and antiquated furniture covered in white sheets, which seemed at first to confirm the
audience’s worst fears. In contrast to this stage decor of another age, the very young actor
(Oliver Dench, 23) used all his talent, energy and communicative skills to play with the
text, interact with the spectators and show them how adaptogenic Shakespeare’s
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mythical tragedy can be. As the performance unravelled, the actor scattered the pages of
the manuscript around the stage, as if to materialize visually that, whatever the play, be it
Shakespearean or not, theatre is always here and now. The fact that the actor progres-
sively got rid of a manuscript, even though Shakespeare’s manuscripts have never been
discovered to this day, could also be read as an encouragement for the audience to free
themselves from their prejudices. Some pages were crumpled up into balls before being
dropped to the floor. Others were stained with coloured powder and black ink, suggesting
the palimpsest that was being rewritten during the performance. The young actor juggled
with a variety of hats according to the characters he embodied, Horatio, Claudius,
Hamlet, Polonius and Ophelia, and yet, for all his playful resourcefulness, he served the
text beautifully as, in just 1 hour, he delivered the key soliloquies and duologues that
constitute the backbone of the source tragedy.
Le Tour complet du cœur (A Complete Picture of the Heart), Shakespeare e le nuvole
(Shakespeare and Clouds) and Sleeping Point thus led the spectators to discover the
more or less complete dramatic works, whereas Banquet Shakespeare (Shakespeare
Banquet) focused on a selection of tragedies and histories, andMacbeth (The Notes) and
One-Man Hamlet on one particular play, respectively. The specific pact that one-person
shows establish with the audience makes them ideal mediators to pass on Shakespeare’s
works and serve Brook’s project of a theatre for all people in Nice. Alone on stage, the
actor builds up connivance with the audience whom he addresses directly. A major
characteristic of solo pieces lies in the fact that they completely reconfigure the con-
ventional communication system on which theatre relies. The medium is traditionally
based on two levels of communication: internal, between the fictional characters, and
external, between stage and audience. One-person shows obliterate internal communi-
cation, even when the actor plays several roles in turn, and the performance is exclu-
sively grounded on interaction with the spectators. InMacbeth (The Notes), for instance,
David Ayala played a director addressing his company (the audience, thus structurally
integrated into the theatre piece) after the dress rehearsal. The notes session provided
opportunities to gloss different passages of the tragedy and suggest various possible
readings.9 In Le Tour complet du cœur, Gilles Cailleau constantly asked the audience for
assistance. As an epilogue to the show, he handed out musical instruments and props to
spectators and orchestrated the tempest in the play of the same name. In Cailleau’s solo,
as in Banquet Shakespeare and One-Man Hamlet, circular, inclusive spatial configura-
tions, directly inspired by the wooden O of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, favoured the
spectator’s commitment to the show.
The variety of performing arts, forms and genres allowed festivalgoers to (re)discover
the kaleidoscopic range of Shakespeare’s works, among which his sonnets, which were
set to music and sung by Norah Krief in an eclectic concert, Les Sonnets de Shakespeare
(Shakespeare’s Sonnets), in the 2015 festival. It is worth noting that Irina Brook is also
particularly intent on developing the international dimension of her festival in the
multicultural city of Nice. Two productions came from abroad in 2015: Twelfth Night, an
adaptation in Hindi that was programmed at the Globe for the World Shakespeare
Theatre Festival in 2012, and an Italian one-man show, Shakespeare e le nuvole. The
second edition of Shake Nice! programmed One-Man Hamlet together with another
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Globe to Globe production which unfortunately had to cancel its participation at the last
minute. In 2015, Shake Nice! became a full member of the ESFN, a laboratory of ideas
which allows festival directors to share information and good practices whilst providing
visibility for their innovative work on contemporary European appropriations of
Shakespeare.
YorkShakes – white roses for Shakespeare
The biennial York International Shakespeare Festival celebrated its first season in May
2015, but the programme drew attention to the fact that some of the Bard’s plays were
already being performed in the city in the early seventeenth century. Locally nicknamed
YorkShakes, the festival came into existence thanks to the combined efforts of the York
Theatre Royal, the University of York and the community arts organization Parrabbola.
The Festival’s overall design, organization and choice of productions owed much to the
fact that it tapped into local potential in terms of talents, venues and audience engage-
ment whilst benefiting from an international input thanks to its membership of the ESFN.
The first season of the festival (8–17 May 2015) offered a wide range of styles,
languages and approaches. At the same time, it was multiple and neighbourly, ranging all
over the city and the university campus – a cultural coming-together, Shakespeare for the
community. Shows included sober productions and innovative, irreverent or sophisti-
cated rewrites by companies associated with the city and, more widely, the North,
alongside others from places as wide apart as Japan, Poland and Spanish Catalonia.
Lectures by leading international scholars opened windows onto other perspectives and
experiences, such as Shakespearean voices in Ukraine in the early decades of the
twentieth century, in a powerful lecture by Irena Makaryk, or people in captivity, made
audible and visible through Shakespeare, in a sensitive presentation by Ton Hoenselaars.
A Party for Will, organized by students from the University of York, took over the
ground floor of Heslington Manor, usually devoted to admin and board meetings, to
display historical Shakespeare artefacts – drawings, paintings, stage models, maps,
photographs – loaned by the University of Cologne, in Germany.
The sense of community involvement was felt at every level. In the absence of major
donors, the co-directors of the festival, Judith Buchanan and Philip Parr, organized fund-
raising, so that it was a large number of smaller donors who made the events possible.
Tickets were relatively low cost; quite a few events were free. Audiences were mixed,
with young people, children, family parties and elderly spectators. This made for an
informal atmosphere and ensured spontaneous response – somewhat different from the
more blase´ academic and middle-class audiences of Stratford-upon-Avon or London.
Due in part to the fact that the York Theatre Royal was closed for renovation, there
was Shakespeare going on all over the city, within a short walking distance for almost
everyone, in private theatres, a ballroom, pubs, gardens, a university theatre, a parish
church, a school theatre. Since most venues catered for no more than a few hundred
people, often fewer, the sheer physical proximity with the performance area and actors
created a strong sense of shared experience. From where I sat, I could almost touch King
Lear (Barrie Rutter) as he entered a small semicircular stage not much larger than a
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living room, in which we seemed to be sitting with the rest of the clan, experiencing the
dismemberment of family ties and being challenged to take sides. Spectators were
exposed to the physicality of acting, all the more significant when the performance (in
Japanese, Polish or Spanish) involved no direct linguistic interaction, and the proximity
was an invitation to linger on and talk with the actors after the shows.
The neoclassical De Grey Rooms were used for Aki Isoda’s one-woman performance
and York Shakespeare Project’s Timon of Athens. Saint Peter’s School hosted The
Diagnosis: Hamlet. Northern Broadsides’ King Lear was staged in the main auditorium
of the high-tech Theatre, Film and Television (TFTV) building on the new, still rawish,
Heslington East Campus of the University of York, rather out in the wilds, it seemed,
appropriately enough on that cool blustery evening. Saint Olave’s Church provided the
setting for the Flanagan Collective’s all-girl Romeo and Juliet, and the church’s music
tradition inspired the actresses’ fine six-part singing. The Handlebards, a four-strong, all-
male troupe, and their bicycles offered a free performance of Comedy of Errors in the
Museum Gardens, to an audience of park visitors who included children, babies in prams
and their mothers and a dog, who barked when people clapped – that is when Sarah
Olive, a lecturer at the University of York, discovered, as she told me, that ‘Shakespeare
is also trans-species’. H(2)O, an adaptation of Hamlet, was performed in a pub and the
Cocktail Bar of De Grey Rooms. The Guildhall Council Chambers welcomed Richard
III’s inevitable return to York, imagined and performed by the University of York’s
Dramatic Society.
What follows are a few snapshots of a very personal stroll through the Festival.
The neoclassical elegance of the De Grey Ballroom served as a jewellery box for Aki
Isoda’s sophisticated one-woman show (Two Shakespeare Heroines: Lady Macbeth and
A Vision of Ophelia), that combined the colours, elegance and mystery of Japanese
enamel brooches. The adaptations, which unfolded the plays from the viewpoints of
Lady Macbeth and Ophelia respectively, were written by Isoda and English surtitles
provided (at times succinct) translations of her Japanese script on screens to either side of
the stage.
The performing area was at ground level, before a tiered audience (the seating
capacity was about 100). A simple backcloth extended the pattern of the floor covering,
and Isoda and her occasional assistants entered and exited from behind a couple of
screens to the sides.
Music and costumes were central to the atmosphere, which drew on the conventions
of opera, particularly for Lady Macbeth. Music signalled the scene changes, with the
witches coming on stage to structure and comment the action. In practical terms, this
allowed Isoda time to change. Superbly luxurious silk and brocade costumes charted
Lady Macbeth’s journey. After a deep blue dress for the murder scene, she appeared in
the banquet scene, wearing a blood-red dress with an ivory train that matched the bro-
cade pattern of the armchair that was a permanent feature of the set. For the final scene,
she was clad in a simple white dress, holding a candle as she spoke the words usually
attributed to Macbeth, ‘out, out, brief candle’ (5.5.22). The armchair remained mostly
unoccupied, emblematizing power (and Macbeth). Only once did she briefly sit in it, as
did one of the witches who draped it in black.
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After this westernized Lady Macbeth that played with the conventionalities of opera,
and an interval, Patrick Spottiswode, Director of Globe Education, at Shakespeare’s
Globe, briefly traced Isoda’s work, to allow her time to prepare physically and mentally
for her next role, Ophelia. Here, Isoda chose a kabuki style. The stage was minimalist – a
white backcloth and matching ground fabric, a few bamboos, and tubs of flowers that did
not attempt to belie their artificiality. Ophelia wore a long black plait, pale, enamel-like
pink and white make up, elaborate kimonos with long sleeves and a large bow in
the back. The ‘vision’ was enacted in three tableaux, with each time a change of
costume, from pink to red to a variegated, flowery pattern. Constrained in her beautiful
clothes, attended by servants dressed in black and hooded in the tradition of puppet
handlers, Ophelia was a china marionette in the hands of patriarchal authority and
cultural convention, a beautiful, caged bird. The only form of escape was into madness,
expressed in a long howl-like cry as she sat perfectly still, and suicide, suggested by long
swathes of flowing blue silk with which her faceless attendants surrounded her as she left
the stage. Lady Macbeth was an initially confident woman, betrayed by unreciprocated
loyalty to her husband, Ophelia a poignant figure who found agency in escape through
guttural expression and suicide.
Hamlet provided one of the international threads through the festival, spanning almost
a century of artistic responses to the play. One of the festival’s offerings was the
screening of the 1921 silent Hamlet: Drama of Revenge from Germany, directed by
Svend Gade and Heinz Schall, and starring Asta Nielsen as a female Hamlet (a girl
brought up by her mother Gertrude as a boy to ensure the family dynasty). A score was
composed for the occasion by Robin Harris and played live by Harris and Laura Anstee.
In H(2)O, two actors, Anna Rakowska and Piotr Misztela, from the Teatr Strefa Otwarta
of Wroclaw (Poland), staged Hamlet and Ophelia’s relationship in English and Polish, in
a very physical production that pulled the audience into its uncompromising enactment
of the violence to which Hamlet subjects Ophelia.
Miquel Gallardo performed The Diagnosis: Hamlet with a near life-sized puppet,
Max, in a production by the Catalan Companya Pelma`nec, which specializes in acting
with puppets. The play was performed in Spanish with English surtitles. Gallardo, who
adapted and directed the play, opted for a psychologizing, Freudian approach to Hamlet,
setting his play in a room in a psychiatric hospital. He played the part of a psychiatrist;
his patient, Max, was a lanky, scrawny teenager with unsettling staring eyes, who was
convinced that he is Hamlet and periodically withdrew into a closet, the inside of which
was covered with violent black-and-red graffiti. Disturbing images flashed across the
walls of the room, a padded cell with foam round the table, chair and closet to prevent
injuries. Two other puppets were also briefly present, Gertrude as a Latin American
narcissic madre, both outrageous and pathetic, and Ophelia, an anorexic junkie whom
Max/Hamlet raped – or was it the psychiatrist? – or was Hamlet the psychiatrist? As the
play progressed in this increasingly claustrophobic atmosphere in which violence
seemed constantly on the verge of bursting the set apart, the question was, which of the
two was Hamlet? Or were they both Hamlet? Or was there a transfer between patient and
psychoanalyst? The issue was left unresolved, so strong was the ventroliquizing bond
between the actor and his puppet – and, through them, the two characters.
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A short distance away from St Peter’s School, where Gallardo and Max performed, is
St Olave’s Church. The agenda of The Flanagan Collective, based in York, is to bring
theatre into social and community spaces, including churches. St Olave’s church was
already a parish church in Shakespeare’s time and it is to this day one of the most popular
in York. When we entered, it seemed as if a school party had spilled over into the church.
Young people were dancing in the aisles, wearing paper hats. Pillars were festooned with
bunting and balloons, the church rocked to disco music, drinks were being served on the
altar. Then six girls pulled on tracksuit tops that were hanging on the ends of pews, stood
on the seats facing each other. We were on the streets of Verona, in Romeo and Juliet
(directed by Alexander Wright).
Although there were just six of them, there seemed to be many more, moving in and
out of the action from every possible direction (nave, aisles, apse). Running, jumping
over pews, they gave the performance a juvenile pace that ranged from excitement to
tension. The pulpit, predictably, became Juliet’s balcony, but the previous encounter
between Romeo (Emma Ballantine) and Juliet (Amie Burns Walker) occurred in the
midst of the audience, in the pews. It was very touching to have Romeo next to me,
earnestly addressing Juliet a few pews away. For the wedding-night scene, dozens of tea
candles were placed on the ground before the altar.
The energy and earnestness, the actresses’ glowing good looks and youthful figures,
made this a moving, timeless experience. They drew us into their story. The lighting
imperceptibly moved from the daylight coming in through the large windows into dusk
which turned to night, with the church lights coming on – dimmed to a golden candle-
like ambience for the wedding-night scene and the final scenes in the crypt, which took
place in the central aisle where Juliet lay on a hospital stretcher, between the pews. And
after the double suicide, the production cast the audience, which had attended the
wedding with confetti and rice flying, into mourners attending a funeral ceremony.
Beadles clad in black invited us to leave the church quietly, nodding gravely as we filed
out. There was no clapping, no final bow to break the theatrical illusion, and the audience
hovered outside the church before drifting off, leaving Romeo and Juliet lying in the
central aisle.
This was an all-female production and the text was accordingly regendered:
‘What’s she that follows? . . . Her name is Romeo’. Friar Laurence became a ‘sister’.
Somehow, all this gave a warmth to relations that ranged from bonding to sensuality.
The final reconciliation scene was between two mothers, not fathers, who embraced
and mourned their daughters together – a reversal that gave the play a contemporary
touch, turning it into an unspoken tribute to mothers and women who, around the
world, are frequently the agents of peace in communities torn apart by civil, ethnic or
religious strife.
King Lear in York held powerful resonance and immediacy, throwing its long shadow
across time, space and generations. Margreta de Grazia lectured on exits and endings in
King Lear, giving the annual Patrides lecture, that was made to coincide with the Fes-
tival. Constantinos Apostolos Patrides, who was a professor at the University of York,
served as a teenager in the Greek anti-Nazi resistance. In A Response to King Lear: They
Kill us for their Sport, second-year students of York Saint-John University turned to the
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play to recollect their recent visit to Auschwitz, in search of answers to their question:
‘how will we remember when all the witnesses are gone?’
Northern Broadsides performed King Lear, directed by Jonathan Miller, on the TFTV
mainstage, on Heslington East Campus, of the University of York. The compact thrust
stage was separated from the front line of seats by a narrow walkway which actors
entered from the wings or through two central vomitories. The set was dark and spare, a
heavy wooden table, a couple of benches and a chair, with dark wooden posts suggesting
a low, old farmhouse somewhere out on the Yorkshire moors – an impression reinforced
by the northern accents that underscored both the apparent banality of this family tragedy
and the dour mood of Lear (Barrie Rutter) and his elderly fool (Fine Time Fontayne),
who seemed to have grown up and aged together. Equally road-weary and disillusioned,
mutually loyal, they seemed at times almost interchangeable in their elderly shuffling
manner, their difficulty in getting on and off the stage. On this intimate stage, horror was
kept at bay: Gloucester’s ordeal took place upstage, in a dimmed area, where the white
spotlights appropriately blinded the audience and set the scene in shadows, so that the
focus was on the mainstage and Regan’s (Nicola Sanderson) ecstatic reactions. Tomwas,
rather too obviously, a Christ-like figure, naked except for a loincloth, covered in ash,
with bloodstained scratches that suggested stigmata, whilst the central pillar on the stage
served almost as a kind of crucifix. The storm was more mental than physical – and
consequently uncomfortably close – as were the final deaths of Cordelia (Catherine
Kinsella) and Lear. Lear entered carrying her, silently (no howl of anguish here): awed
silence fell on the stage and flowed out into the auditorium, pulling everyone together to
contemplate the tableau, and pay father and daughter a final tribute, mingled with a kind
of collective, guilt-ridden incomprehension. How did we let things get out of hand in this
way? how will we remember . . . ?10
In 2012, Two Gents Productions enjoyed success with their Two Gentlemen of Ver-
ona, which they performed at London’s Globe Theatre, before going on tour throughout
the United Kingdom and to Australia. The company’s offering for York was The Taming
of the Shrew, which bore all the hallmarks of its house style: two black actors exploring
interpersonal power-relations and issues such as gender, identity and displacement in a
bare-bones, cross-cultural approach. Kudzi Hudson and Sibusiso Mamba performed
Katherine, Petrucchio and all the other parts on a bare space (Friargate Theatre), with
virtually no props. The 2-hour performance involved a lot of interaction with the
audience, which sat round on three sides. Whilst Hudson and Mamba played the other
parts, spectators were variously designated to be Katherine, the widow and Hortensio, to
offer drinks or to hold an imaginary horse’s imaginary reins.
Slapstick was irrepressible. Characters were suggested through posture and gestures –
Baptista, stroking an imaginary monkey on her shoulder. The smugness abruptly wiped
from Lucentio’s face when Bianca refused to come was delightfully eloquent. Asides
between the actors or to the audience with, say, one actor commenting on the other’s
performance, questions to the audience, announcements of changes all helped everyone
to follow the shifts in character and plot. Involving spectators in this way not only broke
down the limits between performance and reception, it also cast light on the complexities
of audience–actor interactions and the play’s multiplicity of perspectives. Seated on
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steps in the middle of the audience when performing Sly and the nobleman, the two
actors watched the empty stage in the same direction as the rest of us, looking on the play
they were a part of and into which they then stepped.
Getting just two actors to play all the parts (and share some of them) is no mere tour de
force. It draws attention to the play’s complex layering of roles: hostess becomes lord,
the servant pretending to be Sly’s wife becomes Baptista (a mother, here, not a father)
who becomes Tranio (impersonating Lucentio), then Bianca and Petruchio. Sly becomes
. . . Tranio too (who pretends to be Lucentio), Gremio, the phoney Vicenzio, Katherine.
For the final scene, the audience was drawn into the banqueting scene, around three
sides of a table – a length of cloth spread out on the floor, with the actors facing us on the
far side. Kate started her speech in a quiet tone, standing. Progressively, Petruchio picked
up some of her lines, so that they ended side by side, miming the same gestures as they
said the final lines, one of them saying ‘her’ and ‘wife’ where the other said ‘his’ and
‘husband’. An equilibrium was reached, harmony and kissing between equals. Thus the
play ended on a relatively quiet peaceful mood after a performance in which potential
violence and tension were played down, so that after a ‘kiss me Kate’ and ‘to bed’, there
was no need to dispel the illusion by reverting to Sly, as some performances do. Those
who had attended Timon of Athens’ banquet, Romeo and Juliet’s wedding and funeral,
and were drawn into the Lear household’s savage family strife were grateful for the two
actors’ gift, a warm-hearted message of reconciliation we were invited to share and
believe in – which encapsulated the generous spirit of this festival.
Apart from The Guardian and Olive’s online reviews of several of the plays, the
festival received little national or academic coverage.11 It is to be hoped that this
undeserved oversight was due to the fact that this was the launch year, that the festival
needs to become a regular feature on the calendar – and not because Shakespeare was
being hosted elsewhere than London or Stratford-upon-Avon. It is to be wished that even
though the York Theatre Royal has reopened, the organizers continue to offer the city a
medley of Shakespeare in a wide range of venues, in order to ensure that unique,
YorkShakes, community spirit which seemed very much to be part of the festival’s
identity. Equally, it is to be hoped that sufficient funding and the ongoing support of the
European Shakespeare Festival Network enable the organizers to preserve a strong
international dimension, and the spirit of a theatre community that is both local and
outreaching, so that York continues to celebrate Shakespeare with white roses.
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